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On breakfast: “Eating an egg from the shell takes not only practice, but resolution, even courage, possibly willingnessOn breakfast: “Eating an egg from the shell takes not only practice, but resolution, even courage, possibly willingness

to commit crime.”to commit crime.”

Ursula K. Le Guin took readers to imaginary worlds for decades. In her last great frontier of life, old age, she explored

a new literary territory: the blog, a forum where she shined. The collected best of Ursula’s blog, No Time to
Spare presents perfectly crystallized dispatches on what mattered to her late in life, her concerns with the world, and

her wonder at it: “How rich we are in knowledge, and in all that lies around us yet to learn. Billionaires, all of us.”

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

An Amazon Best Book of December 2017:An Amazon Best Book of December 2017: Ursula K. Le Guin is comfortable with her age. Or at least she’s

comfortable with the fact that it’s not a completely comfortable arrangement. In the opener to this collection of

personal essays, Le Guin notes that, now that she’s in her eighties, all her time is occupied by the activities of life—she

has no spare time and no time to spare. Le Guin is a thoughtful and careful writer, and so her opinions are
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thoughtfully and carefully organized. She knows what she thinks, and she writes so well that you’ll want to return to

these candid essays—the product of a blog she started when she was 81 years old—like returning to an older, wiser

friend. —Chris Schluep, The Amazon Book Review
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